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NEWS LETTER NO 26

Update 14/4/2014 nr St. Tropez.

It is a long way down through France to the Mediterranean, in fact 1100 
miles from Cromer. We try not to use French motorways (peage) due to the 
cost. So we tend to about 200 miles a day. The cheap part of travelling 
through France are the overnight stops, we used the following.
St Omer                     Camp-site – camper-stop            Euro 3. 50
Charleville Mezieres       Municipal camp-site                   Euro 13. 00
Vignory                      Marina – camper-stop               Euro 3. 00
Domaine de la Dombes   A.C.S.I. Card camp-site               Euro 14. 00
Montilemar                 Camper stop                                    Free
As we travelled south through France the weather changed to sunshine, and a 
temp in the mid twenty s. But it also brought out the insects. So a bit of 
cleaning required this week (if I can make time)
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At St Omer we met a English couple heading home in this camper.

It is one of forty ordered by “Just Go” hire company and made in Italy. The 
deal was, the company paid their air flights out ferry crossing and money to 
cover diesel for a direct route back to England. They had to pay a small daily 
charge for the camper and could choose how long they took to get home. They 
were taking 10 days but another couple who went out with them, were 
taking a month. An altogether clever delivery method.

At the camp-site at Domaine de la Dombes, they had static tent hire which 
any  young child would think of as being real cool.
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Wendy's Images.
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Remember.
Fred Astair was great, but don't forget Ginger Rogers did 
everything he did, but backwards and in high heels.
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